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Chapter 8
Shifting Selves: Fieldwork, Faith
and Reflexivity

Chang-Yau Hoon

Abstract Research is a form of ‘translation process’ that aims to translate systems1

of meaning through mutual engagement between the researcher and the researched in2

the field. In observing, engaging, experiencing, living and subsequently writing the3

stories of the informants, the researcher also inadvertently rediscovers and renegoti-4

ates their own identity. This chapter is a critical reflection on my professional practice5

in doing ethnographic fieldwork with the Christian communities in Indonesia over6

the past decade. While my subject position as a middle-class, Western-educated,7

Asian, Christian, male researcher has given me rare access into various Christian8

sites, including clandestine seminaries, my ability to gather data is contingent upon9

the amount of ‘investment’ that I committed to the sites and to my informants. As10

there are no hard and fast rules about how much a researcher should invest in the field,11

my experience demonstrates how a researcher might reflexively negotiate between12

engaging the field and distancing from it in order to maintain intellectual objectivity,13

moral boundaries and emotional hygiene. This chapter takes a reflexive approach in14

interrogating the epistemological dichotomies of researcher/researched, self/other,15

insider/outsider and native/foreign. It challenges the fixity of these categories and16

sheds light on how they are constructed and shaped by specific temporal and spatial17

contexts, and are always shifting.18

Keywords Reflexivity · Ethnography · Indonesia · Religious fieldwork ·19

Christianity20

8.1 Introduction21

Fourteen years ago, I published an autoethnographic article entitled, ‘Defining22

(multiple) selves: Reflections on fieldwork in Jakarta’ (Hoon 2006), to reflect on23

my year-long fieldwork in Jakarta in 2004. The essay borrowed Dorinne Kondo’s24

(1990: 44) theorisation on subjectivity in her seminal book, Crafting selves, which25
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154 Hoon C-Y

challenged the notion of the ‘self’ as ‘a unified, rational, coherent, bounded subject’,26

and reconceptualised ‘selves’ (in the plural) ‘as potential sites for the play of multiple27

discourses and shifting, multiple subject-positions’. Nonetheless, while I advocated28

the conceptualisation of ‘selves’ as fragmented and multiple, encapsulating various29

contradictions, ambiguities and fluidities, I cautioned against the abandonment of30

the idea of a coherent ‘inner core of self-identity’, which, I argued, can still exist31

in postmodernity (Hoon 2006: 84). In the article, I also cited my late mentor and32

confidant Romit Dasgupta (2004: 42), who argued that33

there is a (shifting) limit to the extent to which identity can be a free-floating, dislocated34

signifier…. Inherent in this line of thinking is a notion of the ‘ever-shifting’ self that is35

continually crafted and re-constituted but is still connected (however tenuously) to some36

concept of a life-path/trajectory.37

As such, I argued in the essay that an aspect of me that had endured across contexts38

which defined my ‘core identity’ had been my faith as a Christian (Hoon 2006: 84).39

While reflecting on my defence on the ‘inner core’ that remained stable across ever-40

changing circumstances, I am now staggered to find that even that ‘inner core’ has41

wittingly or unwittingly shifted in my academic and life journey, especially since42

2009 after I embarked on field research on religion (read: Christianity) in Indonesia.43

This chapter is thus an extension but also a revision of my position in 2006.44

In this chapter, I deploy the anthropological practice of self-reflexivity to examine45

how my once-assumed stable and unchanging ‘inner core’ has shifted over the course46

of my research into religion and religious education in Indonesia in the past decade.47

After a critical discussion of reflexivity in field research, I delve into my unexpected48

venture in religious fieldwork and some of its outputs. I then examine the dynamics49

of fieldwork in my own religious community, including how I negotiated various50

positionalities encompassing insider/outsider, self/other, researcher/researched and51

familiar/strange. These dynamics are exemplified in an extended discussion of my52

fieldwork in two doctrinally different Christian seminaries in Java. The chapter53

concludes with a personal reflection on the ways in which my field experiences54

have contributed to the journey of my ‘shifting selves’.55

8.2 A Reflexive Approach56

Reflexivity is the practice of critical reflection ‘on oneself as the object of provocative,57

unrelenting thought and contemplation’ (Nazaruk 2011: 73, emphasis in original).58

It departs from a positivist assumption that the researcher is a priori objective and59

unbiased in their approach. Reflexivity allows researchers to locate their ‘self’ in60

the research process by factoring in how their practices, identity and positionality61

can influence the ways in which the interlocutors respond to them and the data62

they collect. As Maja Nazaruk (ibid.: 78) further argues, ‘[t]he social interaction63
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8 Shifting Selves: Fieldwork, Faith and Reflexivity 155

between the ethnographer and his [or her] subjects of study influences the way64

in which an ethnographic account is constructed’ because the informants can be65

predisposed by various aspects of the researcher’s identity including gender, age,66

social class, education, language, race/ethnicity and religion. A reflexive researcher67

is one who has a heightened awareness on their positionality in relation to structures of68

domination that might affect the ways informants relate to the researcher (Fook 1999:69

19). Exercising reflexivity can thus help researchers examine their own assumptions,70

preconceptions and blind spots, which might be inherent in the status and unequal71

power relations that they hold over informants (Johnson 2005; Sharen and Vigen72

2011: xx–xxi). In this regard, Margery Wolf (1992: 134) reminds us that73

[t]he inequalities of power that exist when first-world anthropologists work in third-world74

countries must be recognized as playing a major role in our research results, but they are not75

the only factors, and they may in some circumstances be higher in the consciousness of the76

anthropologists than in the informant’s.77

Research is a form of ‘translation process’ that aims to render systems of meaning78

through the mutual engagement between the researcher and the researched (Fook79

1999: 14). The question of whether the ‘subaltern’ can speak and how their80

voice can be represented remains central to the researcher’s production of knowl-81

edge/power (Spivak 1988). In observing, engaging, experiencing, living and subse-82

quently narrating the stories of the informants, the researcher also inadvertently redis-83

covers and renegotiates their own identity. This is precisely what Wolf (1992: 11)84

describes in A thrice-told tale: ‘I do not speak for them but about them, even though I85

occasionally use their voices to tell my story.’ In conducting participant observation,86

‘field-workers engage not just in the analysis of field sites but in their active produc-87

tion’ (McLaren 1991: 150–151, emphasis in original). This ‘active production’ of88

meanings renders the researcher both the subject and the object of their research,89

thereby breaking down the ontological distinction between the researcher and the90

researched (ibid.: 152).91

Nonetheless, Kondo (1990: 17) argues that informants are not ‘inert objects avail-92

able for the free play of the ethnographer’s desire [as] [t]hey themselves were, in the93

act of being, actively interpreting and trying to make meaning of the ethnographer’.94

Since the ‘translation process’ is not one way, self-reflexivity is a crucial exercise to95

show how informants relate to the researcher at different points in time, as well as96

how the informants construct meaning about the researcher, and how this construc-97

tion, in turn, shapes the researcher’s identity. A reflexive approach thus interrogates98

the epistemological dichotomies of researcher/researched, self/other, insider/outsider99

and native/foreign, and challenges the fixity of these categories in order to shed light100

on how they are constructed and shaped by specific temporal and spatial contexts,101

and are always shifting (Hoon 2006: 83).102
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156 Hoon C-Y

8.3 My Encounter with ‘Religious’ Fieldwork103

My doctoral dissertation examined the identity politics of the ethnic Chinese minority104

in post-Suharto Indonesia, and it involved fieldwork in Jakarta in 2004.1 Even though105

religion is an important aspect of Chinese Indonesian identity, I did not delve into it106

during my research. Ironically, growing up as a member of a minority from a Chinese107

evangelical Christian family among the Muslim majority in Brunei Darussalam did108

not automatically bestow on me the experience in dealing with ethnic and religious109

diversity. The little contact that I had had with the Malay Muslim community in110

Brunei was probably attributable to the fact that I went to a private Chinese school111

from a young age, which, at that time, admitted very few Malays. After completing112

my secondary education in Brunei I relocated to Australia for further education,113

where I spent a total of 12 years. My encounters with Islam only began during my114

fieldwork in Jakarta, where I had the benefit of developing meaningful friendships115

with Muslim Indonesians. I participated in their religious activities including the116

breaking of the fast during Ramadan with orphans and the socially marginalised.117

Little did I realise that such encounters marked my first interfaith experience.118

In retrospect, religion was a topic that I had ardently avoided in my doctoral119

research due to the fear that my religious ‘inner core’ might be destabilised by critical120

knowledge. I had purposely allowed issues related to religion to slip out during my121

fieldwork without further investigation. For example, a Chinese Indonesian informant122

revealed to me that he had very few non-Chinese friends during his childhood because123

Chinese and non-Chinese went to different schools. According to him,124

generally Chinese go to Christian, Catholic or other private schools. In my area, most ethnic125

Chinese send their kids to Christian private schools.… But most pribumi [non-Chinese] send126

their children to state schools, maybe because the fees are lower. In the Christian school where127

I went, the non-Chinese could be counted on [my] fingers. (Hoon 2008: 158)128

The interview demonstrated that religion and religious institutions were the key129

factors for the reproduction of Chinese identity in Indonesia, to which I was oblivious.130

My attitude towards research on religion gradually changed over the years131

after completing my doctorate. In late 2008 my colleagues at the University of132

Western Australia and I were awarded a four-year Australian Research Council133

(ARC) Discovery Grant for a project on ‘Education for a tolerant and multicultural134

Indonesia’.2 The project aimed to investigate how public and private religious135

schools could be a site where multiculturalism and tolerance are taught and136

inculcated. Our main assumption was that schools play a key role in constructing137

1 My doctoral dissertation in Asian studies, titled ‘Reconceptualising ethnic Chinese identity in
post-Suharto Indonesia’, was under the supervision of Lyn Parker at the University of Western
Australia.
2 The ARC Discovery Project (DP0984683) was led by Lyn Parker, with me as the partner
investigator and Raihani as the postdoctoral fellow. See Parker et al. (2014).
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8 Shifting Selves: Fieldwork, Faith and Reflexivity 157

and reproducing religious, ethnic and class identities. This was inspired by Pierre138

Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron’s (1977) concepts of habitus, capital and139

cultural reproduction, which could be used to explain the relationship between140

education and social injustices and inequalities.141

With the ARC grant, I began my four-year exploration of Christian schools in142

Jakarta. I conducted intermittent field trips to Indonesia from Singapore where I was143

an assistant professor of Asian studies at Singapore Management University from144

2008 to 2016. Unlike my previous field experience in Chinese Indonesian organisa-145

tions, fieldwork on Christian schools in Jakarta was a steep learning curve. My first146

obstacle had to do with access. I learned that private schools in Jakarta were compet-147

itive businesses because they catered mainly for an elite population, particularly the148

ethnic Chinese. School authorities were extremely cautious in accepting visitors or149

researchers because of the potential leak of ‘trade secrets’. Hence, my requests for150

permission to conduct research were mostly turned down.151

Facing such a challenge, I began to deploy a different strategy. Instead of applying152

to the school principal for permission, I decided to approach the church to which the153

schools were affiliated. The governing board of these schools was appointed by the154

church synod, which held the ultimate authority over the schools. Hence, to receive155

the ‘blessings’ of the church leaders would enable my access to the schools. This156

process required me to establish contacts and build rapport with church leaders, who157

were predominantly elderly male pastors of Chinese descent. Being an educated,158

male, middle-class, ethnic Chinese raised in an evangelical Christian background,159

and competent in Mandarin, English and Indonesian, I was able to draw on resources160

such as religion, language, ethnicity, gender, class and education to gain the trust of161

these leaders, who eventually granted me access to the school sites. The intermittent162

fieldwork on Christian schools that I conducted from 2009 to 2012 encompassed the163

following:164

• In 2009 I surveyed four elite Chinese Christian schools in Jakarta and examined165

how they reproduced differences based on religion, class and ethnicity (see Hoon166

2011).167

• In 2010 I conducted schoolyard ethnography in two campuses of a middle-class168

Chinese Christian school in Jakarta, and investigated the ways in which this school169

prepared students to address and live with difference in the multicultural society170

of Indonesia (see Hoon 2013b, 2014).171

• In 2012 I undertook an ethnographic investigation in two doctrinally polar-172

opposite Christian seminaries in Indonesia and explored the role of religious173

education in teaching tolerance and multiculturalism (see Hoon 2016a). (I174

elaborate on this below.)175

My initial focus on religious education had inadvertently expanded into research on176

Christian churches from which I sought permission to gain access to the schools. This177

detour led to an unexpected opportunity for me to conduct interviews and participant178

observation in various churches in Indonesia, and allowed me to produce publications179

on:180
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• a typology of Indonesian Christianity (Hoon 2013a)181

• religious philanthropy among Chinese elites in Indonesia (Hoon 2010)182

• religious citizenship (Parker and Hoon 2013)183

• contested religious sites in Jakarta (Hoon 2015)184

• aspirations among urban Christians in Indonesia (Hoon 2016a)185

• a cartography of Chinese churches in Indonesia (Hoon 2016b)186

• megachurch identity, modernity and religion in Indonesia (Yip and Hoon 2016)187

• religious multiculturalism in Indonesia (Hoon 2017)188

• Pentecostal churches in Jakarta (Hoon 2018)189

The genesis of my research on Christian schools led me into religious field-190

work, which was an unexpected quest that surprisingly generated very productive191

outcomes. My experience demonstrates that field research is an organic process192

that often requires serendipity rather than arduous planning. The success of field-193

work largely depends on how well the researcher negotiates their positionality and194

utilises resources like social capital. As Alejandro Portes (1998: 3) reminds us, ‘Social195

networks are not a natural given and must be constructed through investment strate-196

gies.’ The kind of investments that researchers make in the field, whether intellectual,197

moral or emotional, is mutually constitutive with the kind of social capital that they198

are building and will subsequently utilise. In other words, the social capital and199

networks that the researchers possess will enable them to gain access into certain200

circles, which will be nurtured by further investments.201

8.4 Negotiating Insider/Outsider Dynamics202

In her article ‘Muslim researcher researching Muslim youth’, Neila Miled (2017: 7)203

argues that positionality is vital in research as it reveals the complexity of the ‘self’204

and the ‘other’, and how the fluidity of identity strongly influences the relationship205

between the researcher and the researched. She rejects the conceptualisation of a206

clear distinction between insider and outsider and suggests that we think of it as a207

continuum, which can help us understand how researchers negotiate these positions208

when researching their own community. Lynne Hume and Jane Mulcock (2004: xi)209

recognise this fluidity of the researcher’s positionality when they state that ‘The210

ethnographer must be able to see with the eyes of an outsider as well as the eyes of211

an insider, although both views are, of course, only ever partial.’212

During my fieldwork, role-playing was performed within the framework of213

shifting power relations that allowed me to assert my liminal position of being both214

insider and outsider, familiar and different. Sometimes I shifted between being part-215

insider and part-outsider at different times, or both insider and outsider at the same216

time, depending on the context and the prevailing power relationships (Narayan217

1993: 676). For instance, my Chinese identity was often regarded as ‘familiar’ by218

my Chinese Indonesian informants but I instantly became an outsider as soon as citi-219

zenship was invoked because I am a foreigner. Similarly, my Christian informants220
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with whom I shared the same religion generally regarded me as an insider, but such221

status could be stripped from me when they found out that my denomination or the222

theology to which I subscribed was different from theirs.223

My research on Christianity in Indonesia opened my eyes to intrareligious diver-224

sity. Being brought up in a conservative Chinese evangelical church that upheld the225

infallibility of the scripture and an absolute claim to truth, I was largely ignorant of226

the diversity within Christianity. Even if I had encountered other Christian denom-227

inations from time to time, I was taught to be sceptical of their doctrine and to228

question the authenticity of their salvation, with the assumption that those who did229

not pledge the same dogmas as I did might not be ‘real Christians’. However, as all230

theology is contextual, as the Catholic theologian Howland Sanks (2007) argues, a231

self-critical and reflexive approach is an important step to an open and comprehen-232

sive understanding of religion. Doing fieldwork in multifarious churches in Indonesia233

was a novel but also a confronting experience for me as it challenged the stern and234

unyielding nature of my ‘inner core’.235

Far from being homogeneous, Protestant Christianity is a plural religion, broadly236

divided into three streams in Indonesia: ecumenism, evangelicalism and Pente-237

costalism/charismatics.3 Ecumenical Christianity encompasses mainline churches238

whose heritage is a version of Calvinism dominant in the Netherlands and referred239

to as Dutch Reformed theology. Evangelical Christianity comprises mainly doctri-240

nally conservative churches closely associated with the fundamentalist Christian241

movement that emerged in the United States in the early twentieth century. Finally,242

Pentecostal/charismatic Christianity is a church that emphasises the gift of the Holy243

Spirit, miracles and certain spiritual experiences; it is enjoying phenomenal growth244

in Indonesia and around the world (Hoon 2013a).245

One of the main differences between the ecumenists and their other two coun-246

terparts is that the former are keen to build ‘inclusive Christian communities out247

of multi-religious peoples’ (Goh 2010: 65), while the latter perceive that the Chris-248

tian community must be exclusive to believers and actively seek the conversion of249

nonbelievers. Martha Frederiks (2009: 4) argues that ‘pluralism is not a marginal250

phenomenon in the Christian tradition, but something that belongs to its core’. The251

ecumenicists relate to other religions in the spirit of religious pluralism, which is252

based on a hermeneutic that acknowledges God’s presence in all religions, and that253

non-Christian faiths may also possess the truth and the way to salvation. With such254

a pluralist outlook, the ecumenists are more concerned with upholding social justice255

than with proselytisation. They have been historically active in the sociopolitical256

sphere in Indonesia, paying special attention to the working class, the impoverished257

and the marginalised (Konaniah 1995).258

In contrast, the evangelicals and the Pentecostalists share many similarities in259

doctrine and mission that espouse an exclusive interpretation of salvation. They are260

primarily concerned with carrying out ‘the Great Commission’ of Jesus to ‘make261

disciples of all nations’ (Bible, Matthew 28:19), which they construe as a call to262

3 ‘Christianity’ here only refers to Protestantism.
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evangelise and convert nonbelievers. Perceiving political and social activism as ‘this-263

worldly’ pursuits and lacking eternal value, these Christians generally eschew such264

activities and are not instinctively inclined towards diakonia or the call to serve the265

poor and oppressed (Konaniah 1995). The intrareligious differences among these266

streams are so significant that sometimes it might be easier to identify commonali-267

ties between ecumenists and progressive Muslims than with the other two streams.268

Nonetheless, intrareligious solidarity in Indonesia can sometimes be forged when269

the Christian community is attacked by radical groups or when a bill that could270

discriminate against Christians is passed by the legislative assemblies. Such instances271

normally evoke the siege mentality of the Christian minority to reach a temporary272

unity among the three disparate groups.273

True to their pluralist outlook, the ecumenists welcomed me with open arms274

during my fieldwork, while the Pentecostalists and my fellow evangelicals were275

sometimes sceptical of my presence and were cautious in sharing data with me. To276

get permission to conduct interviews and participant observation in evangelical and277

Pentecostal churches, I had spent considerable time building rapport and trust with278

their leaders. Sometimes fieldwork started even before I entered the field. As some279

of these churches had branches catering to the Indonesian diaspora who study, work280

and live in Singapore, I attended these churches to build relationships with their281

pastors in order to get recommendations to meet their leaders in the headquarters282

in Indonesia. I must also admit that my status as an academic with a doctorate283

specialising on a topic closely related to the (Chinese Indonesian) informants had284

played a significant role in facilitating my access to the field. The social capital285

that I had developed with these churches over the years gave me the privilege of286

being invited to major events held by the church councils of all three Christian287

streams, including annual national conventions, leaders’ retreats, council meetings,288

evangelical rallies and national prayer meetings. It also gave me rare access to conduct289

ethnography in two theological seminaries.290

8.5 Navigating Two Contrasting Field Sites291

In 2012 I received a research grant from Singapore Management University to292

examine the role of Christian seminaries in shaping the attitude of future pastors293

towards religious difference. My hypothesis was: religious educational institutions294

have as much capability to promote tolerance, pluralism and peace as they do to advo-295

cate hatred, fanaticism and extremism. In Indonesia the study of the social impact of296

education provided by religious institutions has grown in the aftermath of the 9/11297

attacks in the United States, the Bali bombings and the various episodes of religious298

conflict that have taken place across the country since the fall of Suharto in 1998.299

However, most of these studies have only focused on Islamic education. My study300

on Christian seminaries aimed to fill this gap.301

The project grant enabled me to conduct fieldwork in two theological seminaries302

in Java: an ecumenical seminary located in an urban site and an evangelical one in303
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a rural area. They were in stark contrast to each other in their theological doctrines,304

teaching practices, campus culture, religious rituals, and academic backgrounds and305

qualifications of lecturers. I conducted a month-long schoolyard ethnography in each306

seminary; I spent eight hours each day from 8.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. on campus to attend307

classes, conduct interviews and focus group discussions (FGDs), and participate in308

religious services, faculty meetings and student activities. Occasionally I also ‘hung309

out’ with faculty members and students for meals outside campus as part of my310

participant observation.311

Often branded by critics as ‘liberal’—with a negative connotation to imply a loss312

of faith—the first field site was the oldest and most established ecumenical seminary313

in Indonesia. It should be noted here that ‘liberal Christianity’ has been criticised314

for its ‘rose-tinted optimism about human nature’ and for its ‘intellectual and moral315

tolerance, which some accuse of being so inclusive that anything goes, anything is316

acceptable—even irreligion’ (Mountford 2003: 1). Critics also claim that this brand317

of Christianity has compromised its faith with moral relativism. Departing from an318

absolutist interpretation of the scripture, this ‘liberal’ seminary was an advocate of319

contextual and progressive theology, as well as diversity and inclusion. In a bid to320

decolonise Christian theology and to recover indigenous Christianity, the seminary321

deployed a critical postcolonial perspective in its curriculum, with a poststructural322

and postmodern theoretical approach. The lecturers were highly qualified: many of323

them held doctorates from reputable higher education institutions in the United States324

and the Netherlands such as Boston University and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.325

The campus was as open as any other secular university campus: students were not326

required to wear a uniform and were encouraged to be inquisitive in class, to the327

extent of allowing them to question the authority of scripture and to define their faith328

in new and original ways.329

Like many other private educational institutions in Indonesia, the seminary was330

governed by a foundation which appointed a board to oversee the functions of the331

institute. The seminary admitted students and received funding from various mainline332

ecumenical churches in Indonesia. Although its facilities were modest, the campus333

was well maintained. Most students came from a lower middle-class background334

and held a scholarship from their church to attend the seminary. My informants335

revealed that due to doctrinal difference and its ‘liberal’ inclination, this seminary336

was unable to attract many students from evangelical or Pentecostal backgrounds337

because it would be challenging for them to get employment from their own church338

upon graduation.339

In the spirit of ecumenism, the seminary was a strong proponent of interfaith340

dialogue. Its compulsory module on ‘Theology of religions’ aimed to promote theo-341

logical reflections on the meaning and value of other religions, and ways to engage and342

affirm different faiths in a plural society. It had foregrounded a progressive Christian343

movement in Indonesia by pushing against various normative boundaries, including344

gender and sexuality. Since 2011 the seminary has been famous for holding an annual345

lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) week on its campus to support346

sexual differences, raise awareness of issues related to gender and sexuality, and347

promote the acceptance of non-heterosexuals in the church, which is unprecedented348
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in any religious organisations in Indonesia (see Hoon 2016a). This LGBTQ week349

was also a platform for dialogue: each year the seminary would invite queer activists350

to dialogue with Christian and non-Christian religious leaders at its premises. In351

the context of the rise of anti-LGBTQ sentiment in an increasingly conservative352

public sphere defined by forces of Islamic fundamentalism (Wijaya 2020), it must be353

precarious for the seminary to organise an event like this. Furthermore, making an354

inclusive stance towards LGBTQ could also result in funding withdrawal from donor355

churches which take a conservative stance on this issue. Despite such risks, the semi-356

nary proceeded with its conviction to forge solidarity with sexual minorities, making357

it a leading progressive Christian voice in Indonesia. Interestingly, this religious358

fieldwork has brought me to encounter very progressive narratives in Indonesia, and359

to explore new research fields on the intersections of religion and sexuality, human360

rights, social justice, peacebuilding and interreligious relations.361

Notwithstanding my evangelical upbringing, I was able to identify with many362

aspects of the approach used in this ecumenical seminary, which were not very363

different from the secular education I received in Australia. The intellectual journey364

of my doctorate, which forced me to challenge absolutist and essentialist notions365

of identity, had also helped me to be receptive towards a pluralist Christianity. The366

openness and liberal outlook of the campus had allowed me to conduct the fieldwork367

just as I would in any secular site because there were no expectations for me to prove368

my research motive or my faith conviction. This seminary was exemplary of how the369

boundary between the secular and the religious was not watertight or mutually exclu-370

sive, and how a religious institution was capable of promoting tolerance, diversity371

and interreligious understanding.372

My second field site was a conservative evangelical theological seminary located373

in the highlands of East Java. Established in 1959 by a famous Indonesian evangelist,374

this college was the opposite of its ecumenical counterpart not just in its doctrinal375

position but also in student life, campus culture, teaching and learning style, and atti-376

tude towards difference and diversity. Seeing itself as a bastion of Christian funda-377

mentalism that upheld a conversionist mission and the inerrancy of the scripture, this378

seminary deployed what Michel Foucault (1977) describes as ‘disciplinary technolo-379

gies’ to produce ‘docile bodies’. In fact, the campus resembled Erving Goffman’s380

(1961) account of the ‘total institution’. The rector had established himself as an381

unchallengeable single authority of the institute, demanding absolute deference and382

submission from staff and students. To ensure students’ lives were strictly regimented,383

the seminary enforced stringent rules and regulations on campus and cultivated a herd384

mentality among students through the wearing of a uniform, engagement in collective385

activities and coordinated body gestures such as holding the Bible on the right arm386

and walking in pairs into the classroom. On top of that it also imposed a timetable387

that tightly scheduled the daily activities of the students as shown below (Table 8.1).388

At the seminary students were subject to constant reinforcement and internalisa-389

tion of evangelical habitus such as recounting their ‘conversion story’ and ‘spiritual390

calling’ to be a servant of God. A student’s faith and motive would be put in doubt if391

they were unable to articulate a satisfactory testimony. Instead of functioning as a site392
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Table 8.1 Daily timetable of
a conservative evangelical
theological seminary

Time Activities

4.00 a.m. Wake up

4.30 a.m.–6.00 a.m. Devotion

6.00 a.m.–7.00 a.m. Breakfast

7.00 a.m.–8.00 a.m. Corporate worship

8.00 a.m.–12.30 p.m. Classes

12.30 p.m.–2.45 p.m. Lunch and rest

2.45 p.m.–10.00 p.m. Classes and group study

for critical enquiry, the classroom was a place to reproduce truth claims and abso-393

lute knowledge. Students who raised critical questions were seen as challenging the394

teacher’s authority, or worse, the absolute truth, and could suffer disciplinary conse-395

quences. The lecturers, who were mostly homegrown, held an unassailable authority396

over students. Most of them lived on campus and were alumni from the seminary.397

They had spent decades in the same seminary where they eventually became its398

gatekeepers. At the time of my fieldwork, many of the lecturers were enrolled in the399

doctoral programme at the seminary following new regulations from the government400

to demand a doctorate degree in a lecturer’s qualifications.401

The campus resonated with Foucault’s (1977) notion of the panopticon, where402

peer and self-surveillance were in practice, directed at the students and lecturers, and403

also at the researcher. Some lecturers told me that the rector had planted informers404

among the students in order to have ‘eyes and ears’ everywhere. Students were ruled405

by fear through the strict disciplinary regime and the terror of an authoritarian leader.406

Nonetheless, ‘self-denial’ and ‘discipline’ were taught by the seminary as integral407

to the effort required for spiritual merit and self-improvement. A majority of the408

students, both male and female, originated from the islands of eastern Indonesia409

with an impoverished background. To be awarded a full scholarship and admitted410

into a seminary were an honour to the students and their families. They endeavoured411

to follow the draconian rules and regulations because any violation could result in412

suspension or expulsion, which could bring shame to the family.413

Doing fieldwork in a ‘total institution’ like this was challenging to me primarily414

due to the lack of trust in such an environment. I was sanctioned by the rector to415

conduct research in the seminary based on referral from an evangelical church in416

Jakarta. Nonetheless, the student informants who were under constant surveillance417

were anxious to reveal anything to someone whom they considered an ‘outsider’.418

They were also fearful that their rector might find out what they told me in the419

interview. Due to such apprehension, one-to-one interviews were not productive and420

I had to resort to focus group discussions (FGDs) instead. However, FGDs presented421

me with another problem: given that the participants did not trust each other, they422

mutually monitored each other’s responses in order to stay safe. Richer data could423

only be obtained through informal means. For example, on 28 September 2012 a424

lecturer at the seminary with whom I had very good rapport invited me to join425
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an informal dinner gathering with some colleagues and students at his house on426

campus. It was only after the dinner when some of us stayed behind for a chat that427

candid sharing of their experience and opinions towards the seminary occurred. They428

revealed the following comments about the seminary:429

• ‘It is like monastic life in the middle ages.’430

• ‘The system is excessively legalistic; it trains students to become Pharisees [aka431

hypocrites].’432

• ‘It feels like a communist state … always under surveillance.’433

• ‘There are many spies in the dormitory.’434

• ‘Issues on sexuality are swept under the carpet because of shame.’435

• ‘Students are given little freedom and insufficient food—justified in the spirit of436

pietism and self-denial.’437

This seminary was a stark contrast to its ecumenical counterpart. Besides the438

panopticism noted above, the seminary was also strongly opposed to religious439

pluralism, which its rector regarded as ‘grey theology’ that posed a ‘challenge’ and440

‘poisonous threat’ to the church (Lumintang 2009). In the same vein, the seminary441

condemned liberation theology and contextual theology,4 homosexuality, Pente-442

costalism and interfaith dialogue, which made it exclusive, uncompromising and443

arguably self-righteous.444

Although there is an emerging literature on the affective dimensions of fieldwork445

looking at the influence of emotions in a researcher’s positionality, emotional reflex-446

ivity is still largely novel in the practice of ethnography (Stodulka et al. 2019). One447

of the affective dimensions that is rarely addressed in the literature is the emotional448

health of the researcher. During the fieldwork in the evangelical seminary, I was449

subject to two layers of monitoring: from the informants, who were curious about450

my presence and purpose of research; and from the rector, who received regular451

updates from his ‘eyes and ears’ on my movement within the campus. Such scrutiny452

demanded various kind of ‘presentation of the self’ for different situations, which453

William Shaffir (1991: 77) refers to as ‘role-playing and acting’. This encompassed454

the wearing of a semiformal outfit, putting on ‘spiritual’ (read: solemn) bodily455

gestures and showing an attitude of deference towards authority. On certain occa-456

sions, in order to be on the same side of the rector, I had to remain silent when he or457

his staff made disagreeable remarks which were oppressive, sexist, homophobic or458

intolerant. Even though the cognitive dissonance I experienced was counterintuitive459

and emotionally taxing for me, I was reminded that playing to situations ‘is basic460

4 Originating from a religious movement within Roman Catholicism in the late twentieth
century in Latin America, liberation theology advocates the practice of religious faith by helping
the poor and oppressed through active participation in civic and political affairs in order to change
the socioeconomic structures that cause social inequalities (Turner 1994). Contextual theology, on
the other hand, understands the Christian faith not only based on scripture and tradition but also
on the contexts in which the human experience is based (Bevans 1985). Liberation theology is an
example of contextual theology.
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to all fieldwork … serendipity does not just happen, but is partly bestowed, partly461

earned, and partly exploited’ (Yano 2003: 292).462

To maintain emotional hygiene, fieldworkers need to strike a balance between463

engaging and distancing. Hume and Mulcock (2004: xi) argue that good fieldwork464

requires ‘a self-conscious balance between intimacy with, and distance from, the465

individuals we are seeking to better understand’. During the fieldwork, instead of466

staying in the guesthouse on campus, I chose to stay in a modest hotel 100 metres467

across from the seminary. Although the physical distance between the hotel and the468

seminary was insignificant, it was psychologically important for the maintenance of469

my emotional well-being. The distance provided me with a safe space away from470

the oppressive regime in the seminary and allowed me to have a mental break from471

the exhausting fieldwork. It also gave me a place to undertake critical reflection on472

the events I observed and in which I participated at the field site.473

8.6 The Shifting ‘Inner Core’474

The initial interfaith encounters that I had during my doctoral fieldwork in Indonesia475

had inspired me to further explore interreligious dialogue when I was living in476

Singapore from 2008 to 2016. In 2009 I signed up for a four-month programme477

on interfaith conversation circles that was held at the weekends at the Harmony478

Centre, Masjid An-Nahdhah in Singapore. There were around 20 participants from479

different faiths (Catholics, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, Baha’í, Daoists480

and freethinkers) and life trajectories (religious leaders, non-governmental organisa-481

tion members, academics, civil servants, teachers and freelancers). All who entered482

the conversation did so with mixed emotions of curiosity and scepticism. After a483

period of trust-building and genuine dialogue, however, we were able to look beyond484

our identity labels and develop bonds in humanity and friendship.485

Participating in these interfaith conversation circles had allowed me to develop486

empathy, push boundaries and crawl out of my evangelical bubble. The process487

had enlightened me to reconfigure my conception of the relationship between the488

religious ‘self’ and the ‘other’ from being antagonistic and mutually exclusive to489

one that was convivial and mutually accepting. Contrary to critics who fear that490

interfaith dialogue may compromise one’s faith, a respectful engagement with other491

faiths allows one’s deepest convictions to be questioned, and, in the process, for492

one to renew commitment to their faith. In this regard, according to Brian McLaren493

(2004: 235, emphasis in original):494

Compromise (like tolerance) is a dirty word for many Christians. It suggests a lowering of495

standards. But it is a beautiful word (like tolerance) if you are trying to live in community496

with others, with Scripture, reason, tradition, and experience in dynamic tension. In this497

light, compromise and tolerance suggest a high (uncompromised!) standard of unity and a498

high level of respect for your brothers and sisters who disagree with you.499
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In the same vein, Jonathan Sacks (2002: 8) argues that ‘[t]he pursuit of peace can500

come to seem to be a kind of betrayal. It involves compromise. It means settling for501

less than one would like.’502

In this spirit of compromise, the Catholic theologian Paul F. Knitter (2009: xii)503

argues in Without Buddha I could not be a Christian: ‘I’ve tried to practice and504

understand my Christian life through engagement with the way other people—Jews,505

Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Native Americans—have lived and understood their506

religious lives’. Again, S. Wesley Ariarajah (1999), the former director of interreli-507

gious relations at the World Council of Churches in Geneva, recounts how his expe-508

rience of living in a religiously plural environment in India had given him insights509

into his own Christian faith in his oft-cited book, Not without my neighbour. Appro-510

priately, Peter Phan (2004) refers to the ability to uphold the legitimate integrity of511

other religions while maintaining one’s own religious commitment as ‘being religious512

interreligiously’.513

Using the anthropological practice of self-reflexivity, I have examined how my514

once-assumed stable and unchanging ‘inner core’ has shifted over the course of515

my research into religion in Indonesia in the past decade. Fieldwork on diverse516

Christian traditions in Indonesia had forced me to renegotiate my own theological517

position and thoroughly challenged the false sense of security that my ‘inner core’518

had offered me. Paradoxically, the initiatory experience into the enriching—though519

challenging—space of interfaith dialogue was also liberating and empowering for520

me, as it enabled me to take a distance from my faith or religious conviction and521

step into the shoes of the religious ‘others’. My venture into religious fieldwork in522

Indonesia had exposed me to the realities of intra- and interreligious plurality, which523

forced me to re-examine my notion of faith as absolute and unchanging, and its role524

in my access to academic fieldwork and my understanding of the collected narratives.525

My religious ‘inner core’ that was built on an unwavering subscription to evangel-526

ical Christianity since childhood had unintentionally and unconsciously experienced527

a gradual shift, or an ‘evangelical disenchantment’ (Hempton 2008), during my528

doctoral studies. But such a shift had only become obvious to me when I struggled529

with the fieldwork at the evangelical seminary in East Java, where the ‘familiar’530

became the ‘strange’, and the ‘self’ became the ‘other’. This was manifest in the531

acute otherness that I felt at this evangelical seminary when I was unable to iden-532

tify with its core beliefs and practices, which ironically were only too familiar to533

me. On the other hand, my feeling of being ‘at home’ at the ecumenical seminary534

was unimaginable just over a decade ago, when I would have abhorred its pluralist535

outlook and liberal traditions.536

I have previously argued that the concept of ‘home’ might sometimes be partial,537

especially for people who are physically and spatially dislocated as a result of migra-538

tion and other factors associated with globalisation (Hoon 2006). My own ‘multiple539

subjectivity’ has allowed me to relate to this partial and multiple sense of belonging.540

After years of sojourning and numerous relocations, Madan Sarup’s (1994) ques-541

tions on ‘home and identity’ still reverberate in me. He asks: is home ‘wherever542

your family is, where you have been brought up? …. Is it where your parents [or543

ancestors] are buried? Is home the place from where you have been displaced, or544
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where you are now?’ (ibid.: 94). The ‘home’ to which I have returned in 2016 was545

evidently different from the one I left in my teenage years. Living abroad for 20 years546

in Australia, Indonesia and Singapore has given me different insights to the meaning547

of ‘home’ and further blurred the notion of the home/field dichotomy.548

My long absence from Brunei made this ‘home’—a place where I grew up and549

where my family resides—strangely unfamiliar to me. As I no longer live in the550

bubble among my own religious and ethnic group as I did when I was growing551

up, I found myself having to relearn a lot of things, including local customs, offi-552

cial regulations, social expectations, religious practices, language and even food. In553

other words, ‘home’ now has become the ‘field’ in my day-to-day social interaction554

and identity negotiation. Just as the notions of ‘home’ and ‘field’ are not absolute555

and watertight, so is my positionality as a Chinese Christian minority in Brunei556

where I continue to negotiate my liminal status as part-insider and part-outsider. My557

‘homecoming’ has also marked a new chapter in my interreligious and intercultural558

encounters, as I started teaching sociology and anthropology modules to mostly559

Malay Muslim students at Universiti Brunei Darussalam. The exchange of minds560

that I have with my students both inside and outside the classroom sheds light into561

the rich diversity of Bruneian culture far beyond the official discourses that tend to562

homogenise national identity as monolithic, essentialist and unchanging. The journey563

of my ‘shifting selves’ continues to unfold through this enriching experience.564
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